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Answer: Since users rely on a provider's infrastructure and software, vendor lock-in can be an issue in PaaS
environments. Both are difficult and disruptive steps. With reference to decided cases, discuss whether this
statement is true or not. When properly carried out, this process takes place without any noticeable effect from
the point of view of the end user. OpenStack cloud operating system controls large pools of compute, storage,
and networking resources throughout a data-center, all managed through a dashboard that gives administrators
control while empowering their users to provision resources through a web interface. Question: Most change
requests are because of: A. Please check to make sure that this examination pack consists of: i ii the Question
Paper an Answer Booklet - provided by the Faculty 5. Live migration: Live migration is the movement of a
virtual machine from one physical host to another while continuously powered-up. Limited Scalability: PaaS
Platform as a service can be slightly inflexible when you need supplies on demand. Reduce IT costs and
improve flexibility with server consolidation. In Agile Planning, Selection of features develops during a
specific set of time The sprint. Technical feasibility Answer: B Series of Releases Justification: AGILE
methodology is a practice that promotes continuous iteration of development and testing throughout the
software development life-cycle of the project. In a highly demanding environment such as a public cloud,
with even the best servers, the risk of failure starts to rise after around 3 years. Answers are to be written in ink
Answer ALL questions Some spare pages have been left for y our rough workings at the end of the pap er.
With cold migration, you have the option of moving the associated disks from one data store to another. Not
included in mid-sem. Once this is defined, you'll be able to allocate tasks and give your team the direction they
need to deliver the project on time and on budget. We come up with various knowledge assistances with the
wide range of Tutorials, Quizzes, Project tasks and Coursework as well. Start each answer on a new page.
Differences between or among stakeholders should be resolved in the most cost-efficient manner consistent
with project objectives. Mr Dennis Clean, the on-site supervisor, claims that the e stimators do not tak e
enough care in disti nguishing between routin e wo rk such as the removal of a sbestos insulation a round
heating pipes i n older homes, and nonroutine work such as the removal of asbestos-contaminated ce iling pla
ster in industrial buildings. Series of Releases C. Answer: Docker: is an open-source project that automates the
deployment of software applications inside containers by providing an additional layer of abstraction and
automation of OS-level virtualization on Linux. Increase energy efficiency by running fewer servers and
dynamically powering down unused servers with our green IT solutions 4. Cold migration Cold migration,
meanwhile, suspends OS and applications on virtual machines before transferring them to physical machines.
The project will probably be completed with total costs remaining under budget. If you have worked in an
agile project. Question: All of the following statements concerning stakeholders are true except A. While
loading the goods on board the ship, 50 barrels were damaged and the contents spilled out. Uniform Custom
and Practice Candidates are not allowed to bring any materials, other than those allowed by the invigilator into
the examination room. Workings on these pages will not be marked. In simple words, It's a tool that allows
developers, sys-admins etc. Managing stakeholder expectations may be difficult because stakeholders often
have very different objectives that may come into conflict. Shows you the size of each image, too. A
value-adding change D. Answer: We will not jump directly towards scenarios where live migration of virtual
machines is useful, we will first know about what is live migration and how it's useful then move accordingly.
AD combines this headphone with If you enter the answers in the crossword it will help to find the correct
answer: Write answers only in the following format: Answer format. The virtual machine you want to migrate
must be powered off prior to beginning the cold migration process. You May Also Like:. Answer: The process
of moving a running virtual machine or application between different physical machines without
disconnecting the client or application, Known as Live migration. It was agreed between the parties that
property in goods would pass upon transfer of documents. The information available is not sufficient to assess
project performance. Decrease downtime and improve reliability with business continuity and disaster
recovery. Dennis bel ieves that non-routine work i s far more expensive th an routine work and should attract
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higher customer charges.


